Furniture Suite Brands

We create beautiful homes for our
discerning London clientèle.

We're here to influence and enhance your
interior lifestyle with our 'Furniture Suite'
service.
Enjoy a stress-free journey to luxury living with
NW3 Interiors.
Our long-term partnerships with iconic brands
allow you to benefit from superior prices and
service.
Browse ahead and discover our favourite
furniture partners. Discover how we have
integrated their various collections into our
residential interior design projects.

'Authorised Originals. Modern Always.'
A close collaborator of ours, Knoll offers a wide
range of dining and lounge furniture
handmade in Italy. Their award-winning
collections designed by great masters since
1929 retain the original craftsmanship and
quality.

NW3 Interiors selected a range of modern
furniture pieces, fabrics, and marbles from
Knoll collections such as the dining set
pictured here that formed the core of this
High Heath contemporary home. We use
Knoll in almost all of our projects.

Poliform design stand-out furniture with
careful attention to detail, such as cabinets
with integrated lights or comfortable dining
and lounge chairs. We choose Poliform for
its striking pieces, which define the feeling
and atmosphere of a room.

NW3 Interiors created a soft yet contrasting
scheme for this Hampstead apartment,
allowing us to create a defined dining area in a
small, challenging space. Our clients, a young
couple, were so satisfied with our work they
invited us back to design more of their home.

B&B Italia designs furniture for every room,
including beds and extensive sofa and
outdoor collections. Their modular design
can work in any space. With hundreds of
fabrics and leathers to choose from, there is
always a perfect tone that suits the space.

NW3 Interiors selected this long L-shaped
sofa for a client with a large family. This
furniture suite included a variety of our brand
partners, with the B&B Atol sofa taking center
stage in this bright and modern family living
room.

Porada specialises in manufacturing
wooden furniture and an extensive mirror
collection. We love to use their mirrors to
make rooms feel larger, brighter, and airier.
Porada also manufactures a wide range of
furniture and stunning wall storage.

NW3 Interiors selected this oversized mirror
to illuminate the hallway of this large
Hampstead project. The tree design that we
hand-drew ourselves was reflected by this
mirror, enhancing a design we were already
proud of.

DK3 are experts in manufacturing large
wooden collections in a contemporary style.
They are particularly well known for their
expansive and exciting wall-mounted
storage, which can take an otherwise dull
wall and make it one of the most exciting
parts of the home.

Along with its iconic wall storage, DK3
provides a wide range of wooden furniture.
This beautiful contemporary dining table
made a fantastic centerpiece for this Queen's
Park home. We specified this table to satisfy
our client's desire for natural materials in a
modern and artistic style.

Gubi offers a wide selection of attractive
furniture and lighting.
Designed in Denmark, they are most
famous for their Beetle chair and
Grasshopper floor lamp.

NW3 Interiors designed this international
award-nominated apartment in Regents Park
by placing the Beetle dining chair in a soft
velvet fabric and leather trim. This
lounge/dining space included many of our
brand partners.

Minotti is a world-renowned powerhouse of
furniture suppliers. New collections are
launched annually, which makes for a vast
catalog of fine furniture and rugs to browse
and enjoy for a lifetime. Minotti's expansive
range of furniture makes for a true status
symbol for a treasured home.

Interesting shapes and materials define
Minotti's range of timeless statement
items. In addition, we use strong Minotti
furniture to endow a room with character
and personality, such as this sweeping
Roger sofa shown here in this visual.

Trusted designer Vitra has been
manufacturing design classics for decades.
Made in Germany, their catalogue includes
pieces from famous designers such as
Eames, famous for the eponymous office
chairs.

We placed a Vitra lounge chair here so our
client and their Primrose Hill family can read
and enjoy a moment of serenity on a Sunday
morning.

Vauni provides a range of Swedish-made
bioethanol fireplaces. We use these to easily
add a fireplace to a space without needing
pipelines, chimneys, or other complex
installations.

NW3 Interiors added this bioethanol fireplace
to this Hampstead terrace to create a warm
and cosy atmosphere for its residents on a
winter night. In addition, we expanded this
terrace from a summer garden to a yearround spot for unwinding.

This wide range of award-winning lighting is
all designed and made exclusively in the UK.
Bert Frank's deceptively simple pieces
employ proportion and luxury materials to
create a contemporary and cool aesthetic.

NW3 Interiors designed this double home
office. We created an elegant and modern
feel utilising items from Knoll's current
collection and a 'his and hers' Bert Frank
table lamp to create a cute, intimate
cornerstone to this office.

OCHRE designs furniture, lighting, and
accessories for the interior. Their designs
place equal importance on harmonious
proportions, luxurious materials, and
matchless craftsmanship.

This Belsize Village Apartment is a blend of
interiors from various brands, textures,
wooden accents, and original features. This
Ochre leather table was an understated piece
that could hold its own without taking
attention from the many other elements in
neighboring rooms.

From traditional to more contemporary
designs, J. Adams and Co. lighting is handmade and features unique, highly
engineered details that set them apart as
one of the most innovative lighting
companies.

This UK-manufactured Vector floor lamp
provided a different option for warm lighting
in a living room. Its cool contours are
attractive to the eye while giving a soft,
warm light.

Moooi is a Dutch modern design lighting
company. Their lights are innovative,
provocative & poetic at the same time. We
love using them to add a bit of artistic spice
to a room.

This Moooi piece works to bring the
wallpaper we chose out into the world,
adding a third dimension to the wall
covering that makes it feel more alive than
ever.

Tigermoth produces immaculate statement
lighting, handcrafted from the finest
materials, all made to order in England.
Solid and sharp designs provide some
brilliant lighting pieces.

We used a mixture of navy blue and gold in this
guest bedroom, with this Tigermoth piece
proving an ideal choice for a corner lamp. Its
defined angles worked well with the geometric
rug, creating an ordered and organised feeling
sure to make any guest feel secure and at home
in this guest bedroom.

The Rug Company is recognised
internationally as the leading name for
contemporary handmade rugs. They make
modern luxury rugs using traditional
methods, imbuing modern designs with
ancient craftsmanship and quality.

A Rug Company Rug is the centerpiece of many
living rooms. Female designer Allegra Hicks
designed this rug's deep colours, and repeating
design helped us build an elegant and collected
atmosphere for this Belsize Village formal living
room.

Working With Us
As seen here, we source stunning furniture
at highly competitive prices,
possible through our trusted network of
partnerships.
We have built these up over decades of
work in the design industry with the iconic
brands listed above.
Our minimum spend per client is £10,000.

10 Lyndhurst Gardens
Hampstead
London, NW3 5NR

Carly@NW3interiorsltd.com
07773 383530
www.NW3interiorsltd.com

